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Membership No.
Club copy: Complete your details and hand
into Booksales in the winning Club(s).
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HULL CLOUGH ROAD

1. The Firecracker national link will take place at approx. 8.30pm on Saturday Evening 31st October 2015.
2. In the event of technical problems Mecca Bingo reserve the right to postpone the link until a later date.
3. This link ticket is free (no purchase necessary) and strictly one per customer.
4. The Firecracker link will be played on this paper ticket only and will not be available on Mecca MAX.
5. 	The number sequence that appears on the ticket within the hot air balloons are unique to this club.
With the exception of the serial numbers, each player will have identical tickets in this club.
6. 	The winning club(s) will be the first to have all six numbers marked off the ticket(s) and a claim made by
the winning Club(s) before another number is called.
7. In the event of a dispute, normal bingo rules apply.
8.	In the event of multiple Clubs winning the game, the £100,000 prize will be split equally between
the winning Clubs.
9.	Prize money in the winning Club(s) will be split equally between the number of Customers with a valid
ticket, rounded up to the nearest £10.
10.	Customers in the winning Club(s) must complete their details on the reverse of this ticket, namely
Customer name and membership number on both the Club and Customer sections of the ticket.
11.	Customers in the winning Club(s) must hand the Club section of the ticket into Booksales following the
Link on Saturday evening 31st October.
12.	Customers must retain the Customer side of the ticket and present in Club, together with their
membership card, when prize money is distributed in order to claim their prize.
13.	Prize money will not be distributed in winning Club(s) on the evening, but at a later date to be advised by
the winning Club(s). This will be on a Saturday Evening.
14.	Clubs failing to participate in the promotion will hold an in-Club Free draw for £250 cash at 8:30pm on
Saturday evening 31st October (or 7th November if not technically possible on 31st).
15. The Promoter is Mecca Bingo Limited, Statesman House, Stafferton Way, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 1AY.
16.	Mecca Bingo reserves the right to change or vary these Terms and Conditions (including without limitation
verbally) at any time and you will be bound by any such changes.
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